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Recently, P2P networks have been evolving rapidly. Efficient authentication of P2P network nodes remains a difficult task. As described herein, we propose an authentication method called Hash-based Distributed Authentication Method (HDAM), which realizes a decentralized efficient mutual authentication
mechanism for each pair of nodes in a P2P network. It performs distributed management of public keys
using Web of Trust and a Distributed Hash Table. The scheme markedly reduces both the memory size requirement and the overhead of communication data sent by the nodes. Simulation results show that HDAM
can reduce the required memory size by up to 95%. Furthermore, the results show that HDAM is more
scalable than the conventional method: the communication overhead of HDAM is   .

work. The basic idea of HDAM is efficient distributed management of public keys for mutual
authentication between two nodes in a P2P network using Web of Trust and Distributed Hash Table (DHT)5),6) . In a P2P network, HDAM forms
a Web of Trust among all nodes; compared with
the conventional method, HDAM markedly reduces
the number of public keys managed by a node.
Thereby, HDAM markedly reduces the memory requirement by a node. Moreover, HDAM realizes
an efficient distributed management of public keys
by intelligent deployment of DHT. Consequently,
HDAM considerably lowers the overhead of required communication data for participating in a
network, or leaving from a network and updating
public keys. As described in this paper, the results
of computer simulations show that HDAM is more
scalable than the conventional method: HDAM can
reduce the required memory size by 95%. Moreover, the communication overhead of HDAM is
 , where  is the number of nodes in the
P2P network. For that reason, adapting HDAM to
a large network is much easier than by the conventional method. Results show that HDAM ensures
easy establishment of a secure and large P2P networks. Additionally, it enables creation of many
secure decentralized applications such as a conference system and a file sharing system.
The organization of the remainder of this paper is
the following. Section 2 presents discussion of existing approaches for authentication. Section 3 describes the proposed method—HDAM—and its details. The advantages of HDAM are demonstrated
using computer simulations in section 4. Finally,
in section 5, we describe the conclusion and future
works. The basic HDAM concept and some eval-

1. Introduction
In peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, all client nodes
mutually communicate directly, using no servers.
In fact, P2P networks present many advantages over
centralized networks. P2P networks are easy to
build, and offer anonymity in communications, etc.
Therefore, applications which run in P2P networks
are prevalent 1). However, it is difficult to authenticate nodes in P2P networks, which is an important problem in P2P network operation. Authenticating a node requires validation of a message using an e-signature appended to the message and
the sender’s public keys 2),3) . Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is an existing method of node authentication4) . It can facilitate effective node authentication
based on social trust between the node user and the
manager of the certificate authority. In fact, PKI
manages authentication information such as public
keys assisted by permanent servers called a certificate authority. However, in P2P networks, no node
provides permanent services because all nodes alternate between login and logout states. For that
reason, managing authentication information with
a permanent node such as a certificate authority is
difficult in P2P networks.
As described in this paper, we propose a new authentication method called Hash-based Distributed
Authentication Method (HDAM), which is an efficient authentication method enabling mutual authentication for all pairs of nodes in the P2P netÝ Department of Intelligent Information Systems, Tohoku
Bunka Gakuen University
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uations are described in an earlier paper 7) . However, some important procedures of HDAM are not
explained. Therefore, in this paper, we explain all
procedures of HDAM and show evaluation results.
2. Related Works
Authentication methods are classifiable into two
categories. An authentication of node identifications confirms whether the node identification is
valid. An authentication of user permissions confirms whether the user can use the service. As described in this paper, we specifically examine the
first: authentication means validating a message using an e-signature and public keys 3) .
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is the most
widely used method to authenticate nodes 4) . PKI
enables an authentication with servers called certificate authority, and authenticates a node using social
trust between the node user and the manager of the
certificate authority. In a PKI system, users must
prepare a certificate authority to authenticate nodes.
However, no node provides permanent services in
P2P networks because P2P networks are networks
in which all nodes alternate between login and logout. Therefore, the application of PKI to a P2P
network is difficult.
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) is an existing authentication method that requires no servers 8) . PGP
enables decentralized authentication using Web of
Trust, which is a trusting relationship between
nodes. In a PGP system, nodes can get a new valid
public key from a trusted node. However, accumulating all public keys is difficult because PGP has
no information for getting public keys such as routing maps. In PGP systems, nodes require much
memory to manage keys and must exchange large
amounts of data to exchange keys because an efficient scheme for obtaining public keys is not provided. Information for obtaining public keys is
needed for the realization of efficient authentication.
An existing authentication method called selforganized public-key management enables an authentication with no centralized service in an adhoc network 9) . In a self-organized public-key management system, all nodes get new public keys automatically from trusted neighbor nodes in an adhoc network. However, this method has the same
problems as PGP, because nodes have no routing
map for obtaining public keys in this method.
Some decentralized authentication methods can
accumulate public keys in specific networks systematically such as ad-hoc networks and OSPF networks10),11) . These methods reduce the required

1

memory size and the related communication overhead. Such reduction is enabled using a routing
map of the network and the Web of Trust concept.
However, the networks with which we can use these
methods are limited because the methods depend on
the networks’ routing protocol.
The HDAM system proposed in this paper produces a routing map for getting public keys automatically using Web of Trust and DHT. An HDAM
system performs an on-demand and efficient distributed authentication in any computer network.
3. Our Proposal: HDAM
3.1 Overview of HDAM
Authentication among all nodes is necessary in a
P2P network to support many applications such as
conference systems and file sharing systems. However, an efficient authentication method for P2P networks has yet to be realized. Therefore, we propose
HDAM.
The number of public keys managed using a node
can be reduced if nodes in a P2P network can
achieve efficient distributed management of public
keys. Additionally, if the public keys were numerically reduced, the memory size and the amount of
communication data required by each node could
also be reduced. Therefore, efficient distributed
management of public keys is important in P2P networks. It is possible to manage public keys in a distributed manner using Web of Trust between nodes
in a P2P network. An efficient distributed management of public keys with Web of Trust is possible if
information used for obtaining public keys is provided to all nodes. However, in P2P networks, no
permanent node such as a certificate authority exists
to provide the information because nodes in P2P
networks alternate between participation and departure.
Our proposed method, HDAM, enables efficient
distributed management of public keys using DHT
and safe authentication among all nodes in a P2P
network using Web of Trust. In an HDAM system, the information that nodes use for obtaining
public keys is provided to all nodes without deployment of a permanent node. In fact, compared
to the conventional method, HDAM markedly reduces the memory requirement at each node and
the overhead of communication data at each node.
The basic algorithm of HDAM resembles that of an
existing method called Chord 5) . However, HDAM
and Chord differ in their protocols and distributed
management schemes. The objects managed using
an HDAM system are public keys. Chord expects
that the managed objects are contents such as text,
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sound, and movies. Therefore, HDAM requires a
new protocol and a new distributed management
scheme that differ from Chord because the protocol and the distributed management scheme depend
on the kinds of managed objects. As described in
this paper, we present an authentication protocol
with Web of Trust and a distributed management of
public keys with DHT. Specifically, we present an
authentication procedure with Web of Trust formed
DHT. Moreover, we describe procedures performed
by nodes in the P2P network for participation, departure, and updating public keys. As described
herein, we expect that participating nodes are honest. Therefore, the target of HDAM in this paper is
protecting the system from outsider attacks.
3.2 Authentication with Web of Trust
As described herein, a node authentication means
validating a message using the e-signature appended to the message and the public key of the
node. Figure 1 portrays the steps in a node authentication process. For two nodes  and  , node 
has the public key of node  ( ), node  can validate messages sent by node  . Therefore, for the
discussion herein, the situation in which node  has
public key  is called “node  authenticates node
 ”. The aggregate of nodes authenticated by node
 is designated as  .
Figure 2 shows a node authentication method
using Web of Trust. The situation portrayed in
exFig. 2(a) is that four nodes ,  , , and
ist, the status of authentications is 
 ,
  and
 , and node  is
asked to authenticate node . In this situation,
node  cannot authenticate node
directly because node  has no public key of node (  ).
The node authentication method with Web of Trust
enables that node  gets public key   indirectly

and can authenticate node . The node authentication method is the following.
( 1 ) Node  gets   from node  :

 ．
( 2 ) Node  gets   from node :

 ．
Node  gets the public key of node
(  ) and
authenticates node using   . An authentication
method as described above, which obtains public
keys from trusted nodes indirectly and authenticates
new nodes, is called a node authentication with Web
of Trust.
3.3 Life cycle of HDAM system
Users of P2P networks can always create HDAM
systems anywhere because HDAM systems need no
persistent server. An HDAM system starts when a
user creates its first node. No specific process is required for creating the HDAM system network. After creating the network, the node can invite other
nodes to the created network. Before the node invites the other node, they must authenticate each
other without the HDAM system. The HDAM systems are based on the trust assigned through authentication, which is processed without the HDAM
system before the invitation. All nodes in the network can invite another trusted node. The HDAM
system network is alive as long as it has more than
one node in it; the network ceases to exist when all
nodes are gone. No specific process is required for
finishing the HDAM system network.
3.4 Distributed Management of Public Keys
with DHT
Figure 3 presents an example of a distributed
management of public keys:   is a hash value
of node ,   is a public key of node ;  is the
maximum of the hash value. In an HDAM system,
nodes are virtually put on a Hash-Ring based on the
hash value, which is derived from the node identification and the one-way hash function. Hash-Ring
is a ring in which indexes from  to  are put circularly. Node manages public keys of a forward
node that is the nearest node in nodes which are
located over            from node . In
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the situation shown in Fig. 3, node  manages three
public keys as described below.
 Node  manages a public key of node  ,
which is the nearest forward node among
nodes located more than  ½ from node .
 Node  manages a public key of node ,
which is the nearest forward node among
nodes located more than  ¾ from node .
 Node  manages a public key of node ,
which is the nearest forward node among
nodes located more than  ¿ from node .
In the situation described above, the authentication
status is      . When the number of nodes in the P2P network is , the number of public keys managed at a node is  .
The maximum number of public keys managed at
a node is ¾  when the maximum of the hash
value is  .
3.5 Authentication Method with Web of
Trust formed by DHT
When node  has no public key of node  and
when node  is asked to authenticate node , node
 gets the public key of node  by the following
steps and authenticates node .
( 1 ) Node  asks node   to send a public key of
node  ( ) to node . Node   is the closest
node to node  among nodes that have been
authenticated by node .
( 2 ) If node   has public key   , node  sends
public key   to node . Node  authenticates
node  using public key   .
( 3 ) If node   has no public key   , node  sends
a public key of node  ¼ (¼ ) to node . Node
¼ is the closest node to node  among nodes
which have been authenticated using node   .
Node  authenticates node  ¼ using public key
¼ and repeats the process from step 1.
Figure 4 depicts an example of the authentication process. In this example, node  tries to authenticate node  using the HDAM authentication
method described above.
( 1 ) Node  requests node  to authenticate node
.

( 2 ) Node  has no public key of node  ( ).
Therefore, node  tries to obtain the public
key of node  ( ) from node
because
is the closest node to node  among
node
the nodes which have been authenticated by
node . However, node
has no  . For
that reason, node sends a public key of node
 ( ) in place of  . Node  authenticates node  , and the status of authentications
is   .
( 3 ) Node  repeats the process by trying to get
public key  from node  . Node  sends
public key  to node  because node  has
public key  .
( 4 ) Node  authenticates node  , and the status of
authentications is   .
Node  obtains public key  using the steps described above, and authenticates node  . For 
nodes in the P2P network, the amount of communication data necessary to authenticate is  .
3.6 Procedure for Participating
Node  can participate in the P2P network if node
 is invited by node , which has participated in a
P2P network. Node  and node  must mutually
authenticate without the HDAM system before this
invitation. Authentication without the HDAM system is manual authentication such as face to face
authentication. Trust in the HDAM system is based
on this authentication. The procedure for node  to
participate in a P2P network is the following.
( 1 ) Node  gets a public key of node   
via node  . Node    is the nearest
front node of node  on the Hash-Ring.
( 2 ) Node  builds a Web of Trust. In this process,
node  obtains public keys that node  must
manage. Node  obtains the public keys via
node   .
( 3 ) Node    communicates the participation information of node  to all
nodes which have the public key of node
  , because a part of them needs to
obtain a public key of node  for rebuilding the
Web of Trust.
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( 4 ) The nodes which have the public key of node
   rebuild the Web of Trust. In this
process, the nodes derive the public keys which
they must manage, and a node gets the public
key of node  from node    if the
node must manage the public key of node .
Figure 5 portrays an example of a participation
procedure of a node in P2P networks. In this situation, node  participates in a P2P network through
the invitation of node  , which is in the P2P network. The example of the participation procedure
is the following.
( 1 ) Node  gets a public key of node  from node
 because node  is the nearest front node of
node  on the Hash-Ring.
( 2 ) Node  gets public keys of nodes , , and
, which node  must authenticate.
( 3 ) Node  communicates the participation information of node  to nodes  ,  , , and ,
which have the public key of node .
( 4 ) Nodes which have the public key of node 
calculate the Web of Trust. In addition, nodes
 ,  , and obtain the public key of node 
from node  for rebuilding the Web of Trust.
Nodes participate in a P2P network with the above
steps. When the number of nodes in the P2P network is , the amount of the communication data required by the participation process described above
is  .
3.7 Hash-value Overlap Problem
The hash value of each node is derived from the
calculation of the one-way hash function based on
node identification. Therefore, the hash values of
some nodes participating in a P2P network might
be overlapping. In the HDAM system, for overlapping hash values of some nodes, the nodes are arranged in a hierarchical structure. In particular, the
first node to participate in the P2P network among
nodes which have identical hash values is designated as the parent node. The parent nodes are located on the Hash-Ring, as usual. Nodes with identical hash values to that of the parent node are called
“child nodes”. The child nodes are not located on

the Hash-Ring; they perform all authentication procedures through the parent node. Figure 6 portrays
child nodes’ participation procedures.
3.8 Procedure for Leaving
When node  leaves a P2P network, node  sends
a departure message to node   , which is
the nearest front node of node  on the Hash-Ring.
Node    communicates the leaving information of node  to nodes which have the public
key of node , because all must obtain the public
key of node    for rebuilding the Web
of Trust. The nodes which have the public key of
node  rebuild the Web of Trust. In this process, the
nodes revoke the public key of node . Then they
get the public key of the node    instead
of the public key of node . Node   
detects the event of a node leaving a P2P network
without preparation. Node    then informs the other related nodes by sending the necessary messages. For  nodes in the P2P network,
the amount of communication data required by the
departure procedure is  .
3.9 Procedure for Updating Public Keys
Periodic updating of public keys is necessary for
safe Web of Trust operation. In HDAM systems,
each node updates the public key by sending a new
public key to nodes that have the old public key.
The new public key is sent with an e-signature that
can be validated using the old public key. The number of required messages in the updating procedure
is the same as the number of public keys managed
at a node. Therefore, when the number of nodes
in the P2P network is , the amount of communication data required by the updating procedure is
 .
4. Simulation and Evaluation
4.1 Simulator for P2P network
To examine HDAM characteristics and evaluate
HDAM availability, we developed a simulator of
node operations in P2P networks. This system was
written in Java; it runs in a Java Runtime Environment. In this simulator, all node operations are implemented in software agents called “node agents’.
The messages between the node agents simulate all
messages sent for participation, departure, updating
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public keys and sending messages.
Figure 7 depicts the node agents’ state transition diagram. Node agents have two statuses: A
logout status (  ) means that the node is not in
the P2P network; A login status (  ) means that
the node is in the P2P network. The probability of
changing status   to status  is   , and the
probability of changing status   to status   is
   . Moreover, the probability of updating the
public key is   , and the probability of sending a message to a randomly selected node is   .
When a node changes its status to status   , the
node communicates messages according to the procedure described in 3.6. All messages contain esignatures; nodes validate all messages using public keys. All nodes mutually authenticate using the
authentication procedure described in 3.5.
4.2 Simulation Scenario
Figure 8 shows the network topology assumed
for this simulation. In this simulation, all nodes
are connected by some computer network, such as
the Internet; they can communicate mutually. Network failures such as packet loss are not assumed;
all communications are executed completely. In the
simulation results that follow, the number of nodes
represents the number of nodes participating in this
computer network.
We evaluated the availability of HDAM in this
scenario using the simulator described above. In
this simulation, we monitored both the number of
public keys managed by a parent node and the number of messages sent by a parent node. The number
of public keys managed by a node is directly related
to the required memory size on a node. The number of messages sent by a node corresponds to the
amount of communication data used for authentication.
We considered two simulation scenarios with
node agents of two different types. The node agent
types are established using the agent activity parameters described above. Table 1 depicts the configTable 1 Parameters of agent activities
scenario
no. 1
no. 2
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Fig. 9 Number of managed public keys according to the hashring size

uration parameters of node agents in each scenario,
and parameter   is 1.0 in both scenarios. The
node agents in scenario  send only a few messages
to communication partners. Therefore, they need
few public key exchanges for secure communication. The node agent characteristic in scenario 
is the same as that for applications which join the
network temporarily. Usually, these applications
are installed into small computers such as PDAs
and sensor devices. The applications communicate
with a few remote nodes while joining of the P2P
network. In scenario , a node agent communicates with several nodes during joining the network.
Therefore, in this scenario, the performance of an
authentication method depends mainly on the participating procedure and leaving procedure. On
the other hand, the node agents in scenario  send
many messages to communicate with their partners.
For that reason, numerous public key exchanges
are necessary for secure communication. The node
agent characteristic in scenario  is the same as that
for applications that join the network for a long
time. Usually, these applications are installed into
personal computers; the applications communicate
with many remote nodes when joining the P2P network, as in file sharing applications. In scenario ,
a node agent communicates with about 100 nodes
when joining the network. Consequently, in this
scenario, the performance of public key acquisition
described in 3.5 is more important than in scenario
.
4.3 Impact of the Hash-Ring Size
In HDAM systems, all nodes are placed in a
Hash-Ring; they mutually communicate using the
protocols described in 3. The HDAM system performance is therefore dependent on the maximum
of the hash value: the Hash-Ring size. Figure 9
presents the number of public keys managed by
each parent node. It shows the memory size that
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each parent node requires. Each node requires
much memory when the maximum hash value is
small. However, for higher maximum hash values,
the memory required by nodes is smaller.
Figure 10 portrays the number of messages sent
by each parent node. It signifies the communication
overhead of HDAM. The communication overhead
also gets smaller as the maximum hash value gets
larger. Results presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show
that the HDAM performance is good when the maximum hash value is sufficiently large.
4.4 Performance Evaluation
We simulated the conventional method and
HDAM in the simulation scenarios described
above. To confirm the effectiveness of HDAM,
we compare HDAM with a conventional method.
In this evaluation, the conventional method authenticates nodes with no centralized servers. The
conventional method corresponds to a decentralized authentication method such as PGP and
self-organized public-key management 8),9). This
method performs authentication using Web of
Trust, which is not formed by DHT. Therefore, the
conventional method must aggregate public keys
individually by each node. By the conventional
method, a node obtains all public keys when the
node participates in the network. Then a node notifies all nodes when the node leaves the network.
Similarly, a node sends a new public key to all
nodes when the node updates public keys. In the
conventional method, nodes mutually authenticate
using a public key and an e-signature attached to
the message, as in the HDAM system. The conventional method requires large amounts of communication data for participating, leaving, and updating.
However, the conventional method needs no communication overhead to send a message. Therefore,
the performance of the conventional method in scenario  is better than in scenario  because the par-
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Fig. 12 Communication overhead in scenario

ticipating and leaving frequencies in scenario  are
lower than in scenario .
4.4.1 Evaluation of Required Memory Size
Figure 11 shows the number of public keys managed by a parent node. Here, the number of public
keys represents the required memory size for the
authentication system. The solid line in the graph
shows the number of public keys in the HDAM system. The dotted line shows the number of public
keys in the conventional method. In Fig. 11, the
number of public keys managed by parent nodes
in the HDAM system is shown to be markedly less
than those managed using the conventional method.
In particular, when the nodes are 1024, HDAM can
achieve more than 95% reduction in the number of
public keys managed by a node, compared with the
conventional method. Therefore, HDAM ensures
a marked savings in memory requirements at each
node compared with the conventional method.
4.4.2 Communication Overhead Evaluation
We evaluate the number of messages sent by a
parent node in one step of each scenario described
in 4.2. The number of messages is the average in
more than 200 steps. Node agents perform one action described in 4.1 in each step. Furthermore,
node agents send some authentication messages in
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Fig. 14 Number of public keys managed by each node

each step. In this evaluation, the number of messages means the communication overhead for node
authentication.
Figure 12 shows the number of messages sent
by a parent node in scenario . The solid line in
the graph represents the number of messages in the
HDAM system. The dotted line represents the number of messages in the conventional method. As
shown in Fig. 12, more messages are sent by a parent node in the HDAM system than in the conventional method when the nodes are fewer than 64 because HDAM needs procedures to build a Web of
Trust. However, for more than 64 nodes, the number of messages sent by a parent node in the HDAM
system is less than in the conventional method. The
gap separating HDAM and the conventional method
increases with the number of nodes. For a network
of 1024 nodes, HDAM can achieve 85% reduction
in the number of messages sent by a parent node
compared to the conventional method.
Figure 13 shows the number of messages sent
by a parent node in scenario . The solid line in
the graph marks the number of messages in the
HDAM system. The dotted line marks the number of messages in the conventional method. In this
scenario, the advantage of HDAM over the conventional method is less than in scenario . Scenario  is more unfriendly to HDAM than scenario
 because  , which is the probability of sending a message in scenario , is higher than in scenario . The communication overhead of HDAM
for sending a message is larger than the conventional method because the authentication process of
HDAM described in 3.5 is more complex than in
the conventional method. However, the increment
of communication overhead of HDAM is less than
the conventional method. The participation and departure messages in HDAM are considerably fewer
than in the conventional method because the managed public keys in HDAM are markedly fewer than

in the conventional method. The communication
overhead of HDAM is therefore less than the conventional method when the nodes are sufficiently
numerous. Specifically, in scenario , which is unfriendly to HDAM, when the number of nodes is
1024, HDAM can reduce, by more than 60%, the
number of messages sent by parent nodes compared
with the conventional method.
The advantage of HDAM decreases with   ,
which is the probability of sending a message. This
feature is observable in scenarios that are intermediate between scenario  and scenario . However,
in all scenarios, the resources required by a HDAM
system are less than in the conventional method,
when the number of nodes is sufficiently large 7) .
4.5 Scalability of HDAM
Figure 14 shows the number of public keys managed at a node in the HDAM system. The data
in Fig. 14 are the same as those in Fig. 11, but the
scale of the graph in Fig. 14 is semi-logarithmic,
which differs from Fig. 11. Figure 14 shows that
the number of public keys managed by each node
is  , when  is the number of nodes in the
P2P network. Additionally, this result means that
the communication data for updating public keys
is
  because the number of messages in a
procedure for updating public keys is equal to the
number of public keys managed at a node.
Figure 15 portrays the number of hops for the authentication procedure described in 3.5. Figure 15
presents the number of hops for authenticating a
node in the HDAM system when  is the number of
nodes in the P2P network:  . The number of
messages in an authentication procedure is equal to
the number of hops because a node sends a message
to each relay node to obtain public keys. Therefore, the result of Fig. 15 dictates that the amount of
communication data for authentication is  .
According to Fig. 15, a node sends four messages
to authenticate a node when the number of nodes is
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1024.
Figure 16 portrays the number of messages sent
by a node in the HDAM system when the node participates in the P2P network; Fig. 17 presents the
number of messages sent by a node in the HDAM
system when the node leaves from the P2P network.
The result depicted in Fig. 16 shows that the number
of messages used for the participation procedure is
  when  is the number of nodes in the P2P
network. That result means that the amount of communication overhead for participating in the network is  . The result in Fig. 17 shows that
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the number of messages for the departure procedure
is  . The result also means that the amount
of communication overhead for leaving from the
network is  .
According to Fig. 14, the number of public keys
managed at a node in an HDAM system is  ,
when  is the number of nodes in the P2P network. Therefore, the memory size required by each
node in an HDAM system is
 . The result of Fig. 14 means that the communication overhead for updating public keys is
 ; the
result presented in Fig. 15 means that the communication overhead for authenticating a node is
 . Moreover, Fig. 16 shows that the communication overhead for participating in the network is
 ; Fig. 17 shows that communication overhead for leaving from the network is
 . These results show that the total of the
communication overhead of the HDAM system is
 .
4.6 Discussion
Table 2 portrays a comparison of scalability between the proposed method HDAM and the conventional method, which has no servers. When the
number of nodes is , the required memory size
in HDAM is
 , but the required memory
. Theresize in the conventional method is
fore, when many nodes in the P2P network exist,
HDAM enables a drastic reduction of the required
memory size. Aside from that, when the number of
nodes is , the communication overhead in HDAM
is  , but the communication overhead in the
conventional method is . Therefore, when the
P2P network has many nodes, HDAM enables a
drastic reduction of the communication overhead.
According to the evaluations in 4.4, both the memory size requirement by a node and the amount of
communication data sent by a node are much less
than the conventional method when the number of
nodes in the P2P network is sufficiently large. Additionally, the advantage of HDAM increases with
the number of nodes. These results show that the
scalability of HDAM is better than that provided by
the conventional method.
The scalability of an authentication method is important for adapting the authentication method to
Table 2 Scalability comparison
required
memory size

communication
overhead

conventional
 
 
method
HDAM
  
  
: number of nodes in the P2P network
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large networks where many nodes exist. In fact,
HDAM reduces the required memory size and communication overhead considerably in large P2P networks; the amount of reduction increases concomitantly with the number of nodes in the P2P network.
For example, according to results in 4.4, the memory size required by a node in the HDAM system
will be less than 0.01% of the memory size required
by the conventional method when the number of
nodes is a million. Therefore, adapting HDAM to
large P2P networks is much easier than the conventional method, and HDAM ensures easy creation
of many secure decentralized applications such as
a conference system and a file sharing system.
5. Conclusion
Our proposed HDAM, a method for mutual authentication among nodes in P2P networks, enables
safe authentication among all nodes in a P2P network using the Web of Trust concept and an efficient distributed management of public keys using DHT. As described herein, HDAM reduces both
the memory size needed by a node and the amount
of communication data sent by a node. The conventional method requires a bigger memory size
and larger communication overhead than HDAM
because the conventional method has no efficient
mechanism for distributed management of public
keys. Therefore, the conventional authentication
method cannot run in large P2P networks, where a
million nodes might try to communicate at the same
time. Our proposed HDAM method can achieve
authentication in large P2P networks because of
its efficient distributed management mechanism of
public keys. Consequently, HDAM is more scalable than conventional methods. Computer simulations have demonstrated that the memory size
needed by a node and the communication overhead sent by a node are less than the conventional
method when the number of nodes in the P2P network is sufficiently large. For that reason, HDAM is
more scalable than the conventional method: adapting HDAM to large networks is much easier than
the conventional method. Therefore, HDAM supports the easy establishment of a secure and large
P2P network. In addition, HDAM ensures the easy
creation of many secure decentralized applications
such as conference systems and file sharing systems.
Through our study of the distributed authentication method, we presented the basics of HDAM in
this paper. As a future work, we want to establish
the details of an HDAM trust model for protecting
the system from insider attacks as well as outsider
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attacks. Our final goal is to realize a secure and
large P2P network using HDAM.
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